Introduction
The intuitionistic calculus was introduced to capture reasoning in constructive mathematics. As such it has much more constructive character than classical logic. This property of the intuitionistic calculus has been extensively studied, but mostly from the point of view of computability and little has been proved about computational complexity. The aim of this paper is to show that the constructive character of intuitionistic logic manifests itself not only on the level of computability but, in case of the propositional fragment, also on the level of polynomial time computability.
Recent progress in proof complexity of propositional logic, which concerns various proof systems, suggest that the study of the complexity of intuitionistic propositional proofs may be a fruitful area. In particular for several classical calculi a so called feasible interpolation theorem was proved 5, 7, 9] . Such theorems enable one to extract a boolean circuit from a proof; the size of the circuit is polynomial in the size of the proof. Indeed, feasible interpolation theorem was proved for the intuitionistic sequent calculus in 8]. The proof was based on the result of Buss and Mints 3] which shows that the well-known disjunction property can be witnessed by polynomial algorithms in case of the propositional fragment of the intuitionistic calculus.
In this paper we further generalize the two results on the intuitionistic propositional calculus. The ultimate aim is to obtain a realizability theorem for intuitionistic propositional proofs based on polynomial time computations. We prove a result in this direction (Theorem 3), but we suspect that it is not the best possible result of this type. On the other hand, we show that boolean circuits cannot be replaced by a more restricted type of computation (section 5).
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z Supported in part by a cooperative research grant INT-9600919/ME-103 from the NSF (USA) and the M SMT (Czech Republic) Our proof technique is extracted from 3] . In this paper we make it more explicit (Theorem 1) and use the sequent calculus instead of the natural deduction system used in 3]. Goerdt 4] has also proved some related extensions of the results in 3], but his main result is weaker than our Theorem1.
In section 6 we prove some corresponding results for rst order intuitionistic logic.
Cut elimination
We are working exclusively with propositional logic for now. The sequent calculus for intuitionistic logic is formulated in the usual way. Each sequent has at most one formula in the succedent. We shall adopt the convention that the antecedents of sequents are multisets of formulas, and freely use notions like \ancestor" and \direct ancestor" which can readily be de ned similarly to the de nitions in 2]. Our propositional language contains the logical symbols^, _, and ?. A negation :A is treated as being an abbreviation of A ?.
Initial sequents are A!A with A required to be a propositional variable, and ?! . De nition Let P be a proof. The closure, cl(P), of P is the smallest set of sequents which contains the sequents of P and is closed under the cut rule and weakenings.
Note that for intuitionistic proofs P , the sequents of P are Horn clauses.
Therefore SLD resolution algorithms may be used to solve the following problem in polynomial time: (a) Given P and ?, list the set of formulas A in P such that ?!A is in Cl(P). Hence also: (b) Given P , ? and A, is ?!A in Cl(P), and is ?! in Cl(P)? Theorem 1 Let P be a propositional intuitionistic proof of ?!A. Then there is a cut-free proof P 0 of ?!A such that cl(P 0 ) cl(P).
Proof We shall prove the theorem by showing that it is possible to eliminate the cuts in P one at a time, without adding any new sequents to the closure of the proof. Unlike the usual proof of the cut-elimination theorem where the proof is transformed by a series of \local transformations" of the proof using induction on right rank and left rank, we shall use a series of global transformations similar to the approach used in 2] (although the method used there will not work for the present proof).
First, consider the case where a cut on an implication A B is to be removed from the proof. Consider the subproof of P which ends with the cut To nish the elimination of cuts from P , we replace each subproof Q i of P initial sequent, the initial sequent is also replaced by a copy of the subproof R. Where the direct ancestor was introduced by weakening, the formulas in ? 2 ; C are introduced by weakening inferences. It is easy to verify that this process eliminates the cut and does not add new sequents to the closure of the proof.
Any case where the cut formula is introduced on either the left or the right only by weakening inferences is entirely trivial. This includes the elimination of cuts where the cut formula is ?, since the formula ? can be introduced on the right only by a weakening inference.
A realizability theorem
We shall call a formula a disjunction, a conjunction, or an implication, if its outermost connective is the corresponding connective. Since the number of sequents in S is certainly bounded by the twice the number of formulas occuring in the proof, one can test the presence of a sequent in the extended closure in polynomial time, in the same way as for the ordinary closure. Also it is clear that Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 still hold with the ordinary closure replaced by the extended closure.
Proof (of Theorem 3). First observe that when the machine modi es the sequent according to the rules, the sequent remains in Cl + (P ) and it is always reduced to a simpler one. So we need only to show that one of the rules can always be applied and each round can be done in polynomial time. That follows from Lemma 2, part 2 and the fact that we can test the presence of a sequent in Cl + (P ) in polynomial time, and, in case it is there, we can construct its proof in polynomial time. From Buss-Mints 3], we know the strong disjunction property is in PTIME. In this section we shall prove such a result for sequents whose antecedents consist of disjunctions of Harrop formulas. It is a corollary of Theorem 3. In Section 5 we shall prove converse results, in particular a lower bound on the complexity of the disjunction property.
Theorem 4 There is a polynomial time algorithm which for a given intuitionistic proof P of a sequent Proof The algorithm from Theorem 3 can obviously be generalized so that when it is applied to a sequent ?!B 1 _ : : : _ B m , it eventually produces a proof of !B i , for some i and some established formulas . Since ? consists of only Harrop formulas, it is easy to see that only Harrop formulas can be obtained as established formulas. In particular, it never happens in the course of computation that we get a disjunction in the antecedent, and thus the machine never queries the oracle about a disjuction. In addition, all antecedents, in particular the last one, Cl + -derivable. Hence A 1 ; : : : ; A n !B i is in Cl + (P ) for some i, which fact can be tested in polynomial time.
Corollary 5 Let P be an intuitionistic proof of A 1;1 _ : : : _ A 1;l1 ; : : : ; A n;1 _ : : : _ A n;ln !B 1 _; : : : _ B m ; (2) with all A k;j Harrop. Then for every j 1 ; : : : ; j n , where 1 j k l k , there exists an i, 1 i m, such that A 1;j1 ; : : : ; A n;jn !B i (3) is intuitionistically valid. Moreover such an assignment j 1 ; : : : ; j n ! i can be computed in polynomial time in the size of P and also proofs of the corresponding sequents (3) can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof Given a proof P of (2) 4) is given. Then it is possible to construct a circuit C(x) whose size is polynomial in the size of P such that for every inputã 2 f0; 1g n , if C(ã) = i, then B i (x=ã) (i.e., B i where we substitute for variables x j ?, if x j = 0 and >, if x j = 1) is a tautology.
We do not require that the variables x i are the only common variables of B 0 and B 1 , but we do not know of any application of the case when the formulas share more variables.
The interpretation of the statement, whenx are the only common variables, is as follows. Suppose B 0 (x;ỹ) _ B 1 (x;z) is a classical tautology. Then for any substitution of truth values for the common variables one of the two subformulas must be a tautology. In the intuitionistic calculus such a disjunction cannot be a tautology, unless, trivially, one of the subformulas is. But it is possible that (4) is an intuitionistically valid sequent, since the excluded middle laws for variables x i express that we \know the truth values of these variables". The statement demonstrates the constructive character of the intuitionistic calculus:
having a proof of (4) and \knowing" the variables x i we should be able to tell which of the subformulas is true. Proof This is proved from Corollary 6 using ideas of Mundici 6] . Suppose that Q is a predicate in NP \ coNP . Then there are families of formulas B 0;i (x;ỹ) and B 1;i (x;z), with the i specifying the number ofx variables, such that 9yB 0;i (x; y) is equivalent to Q(x) and 9zB 1;i (x; y) is equivalent to :Q(x). The formulas B 0;i _ B 1;i are tautologies and hence intuitionistically provable. If there is a polynomial bound on the size of the intuitionistic proofs of these tautologies, then, by Corollary 6, Q is in P=poly. 2
It is generally accepted as plausible conjectures that factoring and discrete logarithm cannot be computed in polynomial time. Both conjectures imply NP \ coNP 6 P=poly. Note that the well-known PSpace-completeness of the propositional intuitionistic calculus implies that there is no polynomial bound on the proofs assuming PSpace 6 NP=poly. These two complexity theoretical assumptions do not seem to be comparable.
Corollary 8 Assuming that factoring is not computable in polynomial time,
there is more than polynomial speed-up between classical and intuitionistic propositional calculus, i.e., there are intuitionistic tautologies that have polynomial size proofs in the classical sequent calculus, but no polynomial size proofs in the intuitionistic sequent calculus.
Proof Bonnet, Pitassi and Raz 1] constructed tautologies which have polynomial size proofs and which cannot have such proofs in any system admitting feasible interpolation, provided that factoring is hard.
Let us note that such a speed-up follows also from the assumption that PSpace 6 NP=poly, but the last corollary gives more concrete examples on which this speed-up is achieved.
The P-hardness of the disjunction property
The following is, in some sense, a converse to Corollary 2.
Theorem 9 Let C(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) a boolean circuit be given. Then it is possible to construct in logarithmic space formulas B 0 , B 1 and an intuitionistic proof P of (4) such that for allã 2 f0; 1g n , we have C(ã) = i if and only if B i (ã;ũ) is an intuitionistic tautology. Further, when C(ã) = i, the intuitionistic proof of B i (ã;ũ) can can be constructed in polynomial time given C andã). Proof Given a circuit C with inputs x 1 ; : : : ; x n , we construct the formulas B 0 and B 1 as follows. Without loss of generality the only gates in C are NOT gates and AND gates. With each input signal and each gate in C, associate a distinct Boolean variable y i (i = 1; : : : ; m). With each y i we associate two or three formulas, depending on how y i is computed in C:
In case y i is an input signal x j , the two formulas associated with y i are x i y i and :x i :y i :
In case y i is the output of a NOT gate with input y j , the two formulas associated with y i are: and otherwise proceed similarly. For i = m such a sequent is clearly stronger than the sequent (4) that we need. The construction can be performed in logarithmic space, since each step of the proof is explicitly and easily determined by the circuit.
Corollary 10 The disjunction property is P -hard with respect to logarithmic space reductions. In fact, the disjoint variable disjunction property is P -hard.
Proof The previous theorem gives actually a logarithmic space reduction of the P -complete problem circuit value to the disjunction problem.
6 Cut elimination for rst-order logic
In this section we extend the de nition of the closure of a proof to sequent calculus proofs in rst-order logic and prove the analogue of Theorem 1 that cut elimination can be performed on intuitionistic proofs without adding new sequents to the closure of the proof.
De nition Let P be a sequent calculus proof in rst-order logic. The closure, cl(P), of P is the smallest set of sequents which contains the sequents of P and is closed under the cut rule, under weakening, and under term substitution.
By \term substitution", we mean uniformly substituting a term for a free variable in the sequent.
Unlike the situation for propositional logic, we no longer have a polynomial time algorithm for deciding membership of sequents in the closure of P .
Theorem 11 Let P be a rst-order intuitionistic proof of ?!A. Then there is a cut-free proof P 0 of ?!A such that cl(P 0 ) cl(P).
Proof The general idea of the proof is exactly like the proof of Theorem 1.
We will consider only the new cases where the cut to be eliminated has a cut formula with outermost connective a quanti er. Without loss of generality, the proof is in free variable normal form and is converted back to free variable normal after each elimination of a cut. The cases of eliminating cuts on formulas which have outermost connective propositional, or which are atomic are exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1, so we do not repeat them here.
Instead, rst consider the case where the cut formula has outermost connective a universal quanti er. Let some subproof of P end with a cut . . . It is easy to check that cl(R i ) cl(P).
To nish the elimination of cuts from P , we replace each subproof Q i of P with the proof R i and we replace each sequent !(9x)A(x) in the lower part of Q with ; ? 2 !C. The result is a proof of ? 1 ; ? 2 !C in which the cut on (9x)A(x) has been eliminated. It is easy to check that the closure of the new proof is a subset of cl(P).
